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Abstract
A large number of relaxation schemes for feature mapping, claimed to be invariant
to transformation , have been

repo口ed.

However , most of them can deal with transfor-

mations involving only rotation and translation , but not scaling. To stay away from the
issue of scaling, unrealistic assumptions have to be imposed , such as the conjectures that
range data are available so that objects can be rescaled before mapping, and that object
shapes are complete so that ratios between

0吋 ect

shapes and prototypes can be figured

out beforehand. In this paper, we propose a relaxation scheme which is able to be invariant at a time to rotation , translation , as well as scaling. In addition , the proposed
scheme can also cope with shapes that may be distorted and incomplete. Our scheme
has been tested on both synthetic and real data. Experimental results manifest that the
proposed scheme is applicable.
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1.Introduction
Relaxation

processes，可pical

of iterative operations, deal with a given problem via

local refinements in the hope that an overall agreement could finaUy be attained. Th is
idea can be found in the Waltz work [14] on labeling line drawings of polyhedra. WaItz
used an eliminating rule to repeatedly applied

10

adjacent edges so that

labels between edges are graduately discarded. Th is
consistent labeling of the line drawings is achieved.

pro臼ss

continues until a globally

Sin臼 a ∞mplex

task fed into a re-

laxation process wiU be decomposed into a connected coUection of local
of which can be carried out

independent旬，

performed in a parallel fashion. These

in∞mpatible

the entire system of

pro臼sses，

pro臼sses

characteristi臼 of ∞nnectivity

each

can thus be

and parallelism

are, in some sense, analogous to the distributed nature of the human neural network
[7]. Yu [13] has implemented his relaxation processes for image thinning using various
artificial neural models, including the Hopfield model, the interactive activation and
competition neural networks.
In addition to the above characteristics of iteration, connectivity, and parallelism , the
capabilities of error absorption and ambiguity resolution inherent in the relaxation processes , have indeed made the relaxation technique a promising problem solving
paradigm in the field of computer vision. A variety of relaxation schemes have been
proposed for different purposes. They can broadly be categorized, in terms of the defined functionalities , as stochastic (probabilistic) or deterministic (structural) approaches.
Geman et al [5] developed a relaxation scheme for restoring images from degradation of blur and noise. This scheme has been

regarded 品 one

of the representative

schemes belonging to the class of the stochastic approaches. In their scheme, an image
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is formalized as a Markov Random Field in which each pixel is associated with a condi-

tional probability. The probability that an image is in a certain state is in turn specified
by the conditional probabilities at pixels. The resultant probability for an image follows
a Gibbs distribution. Geman et al used a simulated annealing

pro臼ss

to locate a state

which maximizes the probability that the image corresponding to the state is a copy of
the original image.
Instead of using conditional probabilities, Taxt et al [1 1] associated each pixel with a
physical system inspired from the quantum

mechani臼.

Th e physical system ∞nstitutes a

single partide with a certain amount of energy and a potential function. The energy is
related to the noise variance at the pixel, whereas the potentials are in

connection 叫th

the grey levels of the pixel and its first-order neighbors. The particle can only exercise
within a restricted

spa臼∞ntaining

the pixel and its

neighbor盲，

and behaves in a proba-

bilistic manne r. The distribution of the behavior probability can be derived from the
Schrodinger quantum mechanic equation. Image restoration and segmentation are then
executed by a relaxation

prα:ess

characterized by the

pie臼wise

constant or the harmon-

ic osci l1ator potentials of the physical systems.
An elegant study contributing to the deterministic relaxation approaches may be
αedited

to Hummel, Steven, and Zucker [7]. Unlike many researchers who developed

intuitively

rel且ation

techniques based on ad hoc principles and heuristic choices ,

Hummel et al constructed their relaxation scheme from a theoretical point of view. By
such a way, computations within a relaxation
可 of

pro臼ss

can be fully characterized. A theo-

consistency characterized by a set of inequalities of mutual supports between ele-

ment pairs has been developed in their work. With this

theo句，

the relationship between

consistent labeling and optimization can easily be established. Moreover, a number of
mathematical concerns about the convergence of

pro臼sses

have also been carefully in-

才可 4
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vestigated. These concerns enable the relaxation

pro∞sses

to automatically determine

their stopping criteria.
A lot of researchers have paid their attention to practical uses of the relaxation
techniques. Ranade and Rosenfeld [9] consider a problem of matching point patterns by
means of relaxation operations. A1though their ælaxation scheme can handle point patterns with different orientations and translations, scale factors haven't been considered
because point patterns to be matched are extracted from the same image. Cucka and
Rosenfeld [2] recently extended the above scheme to allow matching of both point and
line patterns. Since their compatib iIity functions rely in

pa此 on

the attributes of length

and distance , their scheme is not scale invariant either. Ton and Jain

[1月，

in their work

of registering water regions and oiljgas pads between two La ndsat Th ematic Mapper
(TM) images , extended the Ranade and Rosenfeld scheme by introducing a two-way
matching strategy and a mergesort procedure. Unfortunately, Ton and Jain assumed
that TM images to be registered are similar in

血，e;

the scale factors have also been ig-

nored. Chen and Jain [1] developed a line-pattern relaxation technique for

re∞gnizing

miIitary vehicles from registered pairs of range and intensity images. Since range data
are available in their work, objects are re-scaled before matching.
Except the assumptions made on the availability of scale factors and range values ,
some even assumed that object shapes are so complete that their ratios to the prototypes could be figured out a priori. Obviously, these assumptions may be unrealistic for
some applications. We thus propose , in this paper, a new relaxation scheme capable of
dealing with both problems of transformation (including rotation , translation, and scaling) and occlusion (including shape distortion and incompletion). Th is scheme wi Il be
presented in Section 3 after we review the general

∞n臼pt

of feature mapping by relax-

ation in Section 2. Stopping criteria for various situations about input sequences are
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and error tolerance of the new

scheme are then inspected through experiments in Section 5. Concluding remarks are
finally given in Section 6.

2. General Concept of Feature Mapping by Relaxation
1別人 ={as(i):

i=1"ns} and Am ={as o): j=1"n m} be the two patterns of elements

to be matched , where ns and n m are the numbers of elements, respectively. A deterministic relaxation scheme for mapping elements between two given patterns is generally composed of three components: (1) a similarity function assigning an initial compatibility value for a pair of an element from one pattern and an element from another
pattern, (2) a

recurren臼 function

iteratively updating the

ωmpatibility

values of ele-

ment pairs, and (3) the stopping criteria for terminating the recurrence function. In this
section, we address the first two components and leave the last component of stopping
criteria to Section 4.
At the beginning of the process, the similarity function h(i ,j) assigns a value for each
pairing (a s (i) , a m0)) of an element from As and an element from Am . This value

呵，

flecting how p;oximate the two elements are is basically determined from the intrinsic
characteristics of the individual elements. Without loss of generality, similarity values
缸e

normalized within the range between 0 and 1, which will later be utilized as the ini-

tial compatibility values for the recurrence function. Le t Q s = {q s(i):i = 1 ... ,n s} and Q m
={qm (i):i=1'" 凡n}

be the respective characteristics of the elements in As and in Am .

In order to let the

similari句 values

fall within the range between 0 and 1, there are

several choices of formulating the similarity function ,

呵呵 6
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qmt
(i)
'1 mt '"
- qst O)

h(i , j) = (min { qst(i)
'1 st '"
qmt O)
or
where

(2.1)

= (~ n - i n!、月川 lγ)α ，

h(i, j)

α ， β ，

})

(2,2)

are constants introduced for controlling the rate of convergence. If

there is more than one distinct characteristic, a

simil訂ity

function is constructed for

each characteristic and the resultant function may be obtained by either averaging over
or producting the similarity functions together. Note that the latter can increase the rate
of convergence.
Having defined the similarity function, another function for updating compatibility
values of element pairs needs to be determined. We refer to such a

function 也 a reαlf

rence function , denoted by R t (i ,j) at the t-th iteration, and let R 0 (i,j) be h(i,j). 1t is desirable that the compatibility values of the true pairs will become larger and

1盯ger，

while the values of the false pairs will get smaller and smaller during iterations.

1deal妙，

compatibility values should

ωnverge

function defined in terms of the

to either 0 (false) or 1 (true). Unlike the similarity

in剖nsic

properties of individual elements, the recur-

rence function is defined in terms of the relational properties between element pairs.
To

simpli句 the

called a sUPPort

definition of the recurrence function, we first
fu叫on.

in甘odu臼 a

Refer to Figure 1. The sUPPort function, denoted by

function,
s(i紋， 1).

says that a sUPPort is given to an element pair (a. (i), a m0)) by the pair (a s(k), a m(1)).
Clearly, there are four possible situations for the pairs (as(i) , am O)) and (as(k) , am (I)):
both pairs are true

pai路， both 缸e 甜甜 pairs，

and either one is false. We hope that on-

ly the situation that both pairs are true could obtain a large support, while the rest results in small supports. To this end, the support functíon can be formulated as:

or

主d主L 主斗iJL α
(iJ;k,l)=(min {
,}),
θm 0,1) 'B s (i，的

(2.3)

s(i，j 糾 =(14 月﹒ I ~ {;已-~川 Iγ)α ，

(2,4)
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between the two elements ar(p)

and ar(q) in the same pattern r. Note that both the similarity and the

suppo叫“ nctions

are of the same form. If there is more than one distinct relational property defined , a
support function will be constructed for each property and the resu1tant function may
be acquired by either averaging over or producting the

suppo口 functions

together.

Again , let computed support values be normalized within the range between 0 and 1.

Am

As

Figure 1. Support s(i ,j;k ,l) given to (as(i) ,amU)) by (as(k) , am(I)).
According to the above definition, if a pair (a s(i) , a mG)) is a true pair, there is only
one element, say am (l) in Am' which can be correctly
(k)) , in As. In other words,

s(i，j;k， l) 三'!

s t(i ,j;k) =

paired 叫th

a given element, say a ,

s(i,j;k,l') for all a m(1')εAm ﹒Let

WfX

[s(i,j;k,l). R t(k,l)].

(2 .5)

where R t (k,l) is the compatibility value of pair (a s(k) , a m(1)) at the t-th iteration. The
total support s t (i ,j) at the t-th iteration for the element pair (a s(i) , a m0)) from all other
pairs is then given by,
咀r. s

d(i,j)=tEIst(Lj;k)

(2.6)

Finally, the recurrence function, which computes the compatibility value at the next it.
eration for an element pair (a s(i)m a m0)), is a function of both the

current ∞mpatibili

ty value of the pair and the total support given to the pair,
R t+ 1 (i ,j) = R t (i ,j) • s t (i,j).

(2.7)

什8
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3. Transformation-Invariant Attributes and Functionals
A vision problem in our mind is the assignment of sensed features extracted from
images to model features in the database. Our ultimate goal is to recognize , inc1 uding
identi有ring

and

localizing，。吋ects

present in images.

lines resulting from partitioning object

silhoue肘s.

Features 間ed 缸e verti臼s
at甘ibutes

1n this section,

tionals constituting our relaxation scheme will be defined. They are

and po1yand func-

ne臼ssary

to be in-

variant to both spatial transformation and visual occlusion. Transformation inc1udes rotation , translation , and scaling, whereas occlusion inc1 udes shape

inωmpletion

and dis-

tort lO n.

Figure 2. A jumble of keys.
l.e t {v
叭s叫(i圳
):i=O
扑….“.甘，
月
1
ns
吋
V
er
此t討
叫ic
臼
es丸，

+

刊1 }

and

{打
vm G):←
j佇
=1ν….. 凡
，1I

respectively. Model shapes are complete and observed shapes may be occ1uded.

We also assume that the orders of vertices are known a priori. If the observed shape is
occ1 uded , after segmentation (see Figure 2) , the leading and the trailing vertices , v s(0)
and vs(ns +1) , of the input

sequen臼 of

sensed

verti臼s

may not

∞訂espond

to any dom-

inant points of the object silhouette. We should reference them carefully. l.et {ls(i):i=1 ,
••• ,n s} and {l mG) :j = 1, ••• ,n m} be the respective sequences of sensed and model poly-

lines , formed from connecting the vertices. Define a length ratio
v(i) 的 r(i)

1(i

+ 1)jl(i).

r(i) 的 vertex v(i) 的

1t is realized that length ratios are such a quantity invariant
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to both transformation and occlusion. We use them as the first intrinsic attribute for
-t

、、.'，

V

/.、

vertlces.
JS

‘\

、‘
eJ

.', -I

a

1(i +1)
v (i +1)

v (i -1)

rU ,i -1)
vU)

Figure 3. Atlributes of length ratio and sweeping angle.
An other potential attribute is the angle of vertices. Th e angle a(i) of a vertex v(i) is

defined as the angle between poly1ines l(i + 1) and l(i) (see Figure 3) , and is measured
at the interior side of the object. In addition to the above quantitative attributes of
length ratio and interior angle , we further introduce a qualitative attribute of verti∞s，
iιconvex

or concave types. Le t types of sensed and model vertices be {t s (i):i = 1, ••. ,n.

} and {t mG) :j=l ,"', n m}, respectively.

A食er

determining the intrinsic

a自由ut臼 of fl間，

tures, the similarity function h(i ,j) measuring the proximity between a sensed vertex v.
(i) and a model vertex v mG) is defined as follows ,
h(i ,j) = min [

am ，~且，14iLl-min[14立 r.W ].
a. G) . a m (i) .

. r. (j) . r m (i)

(3.1)

Here , we product, rather than add , the two min terms on the right hand side of the
above equation due to three reasons. The frrst reason is to increase the rate of convergence; the second reason is to keep the computed value within the range between 0 and
1; the last reason is because length ratios are incompatible with angle ratios. Note that

values computed from the similarity function will be used as the initial compatibility
values for the later recurrence function R t (i ,j). Define,

可 20
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RO(i,j) =

I hα(i，j)
o

Here , pairs of vertices with

di旺'erent

if t s (i) = t m (j)

(3 .2)

otherwise

convexity types are assigned a zero value for

their initial compatibility values. This is reasonable because when two

verti臼s

have dif-

ferent types it is impossible for them to be matched. The following iterations will not
work on vertex pairs with zero compatibility values, so that the processing time can be
Finally， αin

saved.

the above equation is a constant embedded for

∞ntrolling

the rate

of convergence.
Unlike the similarity function defined on the basis of the
tur郎，

a肘ibutes

of individual fea-

the following recurrence function is defined in terms of the relational constraints

between features. An angular attribute , being referred to as a sweeping angle, is

in甘0-

duced for this purpose. See Figure 3. Le t r (j,i-I) be the vector from vertex v(j) to vertex
v(i-1) , and r (j, i-I) be the vector from vertex v(j) to

ve訂閱 v(i +1).

Define the sweeping

angle () (i ,j) between vertices v(i) and v(j) as the angle between vectors r (j, i-I) and
I旬，i +1).

Such angles

des叮ibing

the relationships between

ve此ices 訂e cle缸Iy 甘ansforma-

tion invariant; the recurrence function defined in terms of such an attribute is therefore
transformation invariant as well. Define a support s(i,j;k,l) given to a vertex pair (v m (i) ,
v s (j)) by pair (v m (k) , v s (1)) as ,

s(i，j州 =(1-'where

α ， βand

r

R

.

I

AJL

Amlγ)α

are constants for controlling the rate of

convergen臼.

(3 ,3)
The total

support s I (i,j) at the t-th iteration for the pair of (v s (i) , v m (j)) from all vertex pairs is
then given by,

U(i，j)=tE1[品{ s(i，j叫﹒ R

I

(k,l)} ]

(3 .4)
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∞mpatibility

val-

肘，

R 川 (i，j) = R t (i,j). S t (i ,j).

(3.5)

Furthermore, at each iteration, we apply a two-way normalization to the compatibility
matrix. This is inspired by a notion of two-way matching, previously introduced by Ton
and Jain [12]. The notion is that if the features in one set select their matches from the
other set but not

vi臼 versa，

this matching is called a one-way matching; however, if fea-

tures in both sets choose their matches, then the matching is referred to as a two-way
matching. Ton and Jain have shown that the two-way matching can generate more
sistent feature pairs in the relaxation

pro臼ss.

∞也

Our normalization proceeds as follows.

Suppose we are now at the t-th iteration. First, normalize each row of the compatibility
matrix R t = [Rt(i,j)] such that the row sum equals one. Le t R~ = [R~(i ，j)] be the row
norma1ized matrix, where
R:-RYiJ)
至 1 Rt(i,k)
一

Li kewise , normalize each column of R t to obtain the column normalized matrix R ~

= [R~ (i,j)], where

R:-TYLi)
一

至 1 Rt(i,k)

The resultant normalized compatibility matrix R't =[R't(i ,j)] is then defined as the

componentwise multiplication of the row normalized matrix R ~
umn normalized matrix R~

[R~(i，j)]

[R ~ (i,j)] and the

ω1-

, i. e.

R 、= [R 't (i,j)] = [R ~ (i,j) • R ~ (i ,j)]

Since the attributes used to define the functionals constituting our relaxation scheme
are aIl invariant to rotation, translation, and scaling, the proposed scheme is

th凶 lll

variant to spatial transformations. In addition, since only visible features and local

∞心

可 22
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straints are employed, our relaxation scheme also resists the effect of shape incompletion. One difficulty commonly encounted at the end of iterations is how to decide true
pairs from the resultant pairing. This is a formidable task for it is equivalent to segmenting

0吋ects

from a jumble. We propose a

s甘ategy

to handle this problenl, which re-

lies on both a priori information and a principle of transversality

[10]. 百le

a priori in-

formation is based on the observation that the input sequences of sensed and model
features follow the adjacent relationship of their physical
tion between the two

sequen臼s

∞unte中arts

retains the relationship of

and the intersec-

adja臼ncy.

Therefore , ran-

domly paired features will violate the relationship and can be removed. The surviving
pairs are deemed to be the feasible matches. We further apply a principle

of 甘ansver

sality, previously proposed by Richards and Hoffman [10] , to the feasible pairs to

veri卸

whether they are true pairs. Th e principle of transversality stems from the observation
that when entities are joined to create complex objects concavities almost always are
created at the join. A partition rule thus says that segment a curve at concave cusps in
order to break the shape into its parts. Clearly, a connected collection of true pairs
should correspond to one of such segments.

4. Stopping Criteria
Features extracted from an image form a pattern.

Di旺'erent

stopping criteria are

needed for different patterns. ln this section, instead of looking at this problem from a
theoretical point of view, we investigate possible patterns and
criteria from an empirical viewpoint.

Le切
訓tA
z
九s

=

pro討de

suitable stopping

{μα
叭叫
s叫(i)扒:汁i= 1,"….. 几
，1I

•i =1 …..甘，月n m } 加
b e the two pa
甜
t口te
叮rn
肘s tωo be matched. Without loss of generality
, ..

,

think of A.
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to be a set of features extracted from an image , and A m to be a set of features stored
in the database. The compatibility matrix at the t-th iteration is denoted by R t.
the sequen∞ {R t }

{R 0 , R 1, R 2 , ...... } is said to converge to R . if
lim 11 R t - R . 11 =0,

.

where 11

Then ,

11 denotes a certain matrix norm. The

(4.1)

aboveιxpression

implies that for

each feature pair (as (i), am G)), i 逗 n .， jζn m ， the sequence (rth of (i ,j) -th components of R t converges to the (i ,j) -th component (r') ij of R'. According to the functionals defined in the last section , the components of R - will ideally be either zero or one.
A pair (a.(i) , amG)) with its compatibility value close to one (i.e.

(r-h 三 1)

will be re-

garded as a true pair , whereas a pair having its compatibility value close to zero will be
regarded as a false pair.
ln practice, an ideal R

is unreachable because of

∞mputer

round-off and trunca-

tion errors. Each component of the matrix should be associated with a small positive
value

ε

，

called macheps (machine epsilon) , which relies only on the computer preci-

sion. Other errors, such as sensing and segmentation errors , are in principle eliminated
in the course of iterations.

However， εshould

not be too small; otherwise, it may take

a long time to finish the job. Furthermore, since R. is unknown a priori, the convergence condition (4.1) can not be applied directly but is repla臼d 旬，
h|rH1(iJ)rt(i,j)|=h for all (iJ

(4.2)

where I . I is the absolute notation. Since the compatibility value of any feature pair
either increases or decre品es monotonically to one or zero, it is e的 to prove that 臼n
dition (4勾 is equivalent to Condition (4.1) [3]. We define , at the t-th iteration, the rate
r (t) of convergence for the recurrence function 缸，
r

(t) 二

|1 R t + 1 _R t 11
t

IIR 11

It should formally decrease as iterations increase.

(4 .3)

124
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The above conditions provide clues for designing the stopping criteria of our relax-

ation process. However, there may still be unpredictable cases in which the process may
infinite loop. In order to avoid this situation, it would better to assign a fixed number of
lteratlons.

5. Experiments
We claimed in the

pre泊ous

sections that our relaxation scheme is able to be invari-

ant to both spatial transformation and visual occlusion. However, in light of noise , distortion, and error present in the input data, there are empirical limitations of the proposed scheme. Th is section investigates the possible limitations of our scheme. First, we
use synthetic data to test the correctness of the scheme. Next, noisy data are used to
inspect the tolerance of the scheme to noises. Finally, we apply the scheme to real images in which shape distortion and segmentation error are present.
kl

k2

k4

k5

k6

k7

(a) keys

k8

U

。U

(Y (Y/\1:
叮

門VU

CU

k3

(b) representations
Figure 4. The object domain for the first pa忱。f experiments.
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Eight keys with different shapes

(Fi伊re

4(a)) forrn the

0吋 ect

domain of our

e有>er

iments. Keys are represented as strings of symbols, each of which corresponds to a polyline of

0吋ect

boundaries. The technique employed to polygonize object silhouettes is

the one previously proposed by Fischler and Bolles [Fis86]. Polylines are associated with
attributes of length, orientation, and type. Here , a

polyline 句pe

is defined as follows.

Suppose that curvatures along a silhouette can be calculated using some underlying
curve fitting method. A polyline consisting of two endpoints can thereby be classified, in
terms of the signs of curvature at its endpoints, as either one of the four types: + +, +.,
斗， and 一.

We refer to such an object

representation 品 an

attributed string representa-

tion (Figures 4(b)).
To test the characteristic of scale

invarian臼 of

the proposed scheme, a series of syn-

thetic images containing keys with various scales between 0.2 and 2.0 are generated
from the key models. Th ere are 8 synthetic key images created for each chosen scale.
Synthetic keys are then matched against models using the proposed relaxation scheme.
Different numbers of iterations n

(5 ，的，

and 15) and

∞nvergence

tolerances

E

(0訓，

0.05 , 0.1 , 0.3, and 0.5) have been employed, from which the reliability of the proposed
scheme can be examined. Note that the constants
Equations

(3均 and (3均 for

α ， β ，

r

, and ~ appearing in

controlling the rate of convergence are present1y set to 1

for simplicity. Experimental results to be illustrated later are collected in Table 1. Note
also that the above experiments assume that the numbers of sensed and model features
are the same, which are indeed not

the 臼se

in

practi田.

We wonder whether

in∞mpat

ible numbers of features will disturb the regularity of convergence. Hence , we generate
another set of synthetic keys with incomplete shapes to simulate occlusion
experimental results are collected in Table 1 as well.

cases.τ'he
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TABLE 1 Tests on scale resistance.
matching rate. (complete shape/incomplete shapel
s n

=O .1

ε =0 .3

5

10

5

5

5

1. 0/ 1. 0
1. 0/ 1. 0
1. 0/ 1. 0
1. 0/ 1. 0

1. 0/ 1. 0
1. 0/ 1. 0
1. 0/ 1. 0
1. 0/ 1. 0

1. 0/ 1. 0
1. 0/ 1. 0
1. 0/ 1. 0
1. 0/ 1. 0

1. 0/ 1. 0
1. 0/ 1. 0
1. 0/ 1. 0
1. 0/ 1. 0

1. 011.0
1. 0/ 1. 0
1. 0/ 1. 0
1. 0/ 1. 0

ε =0 .01

5

ε =0 .05

10

2.00 1. 0/ 1. 0
1. 0/ 1. 0
1. 0/ 1. 0
0.50 1. 0/ 1. 0
0.30 .88/.88
0.25 .75/.75
0.20 .75/.62

1. 0/ 1. 0
1. 0/ 1. 0
1. 0/ 1. 0
1. 0/ 1. 0

1. 50
1. 00

ε:convergence

15

.88/ .88

.7 5/.75

.75/.62

1. 0/ 1. 0
1. 0/ 1. 0
1. 0/ 1. 0
1. 0/ 1. 0

.88/ .88
.75/.75
.75/.62

.88/.88
.75/.75
.75/.62

tolerance. n:number of

In Table 1, each

ent可 contains

E

.88/ .88
.75/.75
.75/.62

it巴 rations.

.88/ .88
.75/.75
.75/.62

.88/.88
.75/ .7 5
.75/.62

ε =0 .5

.88/ .88
.75/.75
.75/.62

s:scale factor

a pair of values v

1/

V r'

The value

v lon the left

specifies the matching rate resulting from a complete shape, whereas the value v
the right specifies the matching rate for an

in∞mplete

r

on

shape. Except the first and the

second columns of the table, others indicate only the results for iterations of 5, because
after a few iterations (about 5) true pairs already prevail according to the compatibility
values. More iterations seem not to

infIuen臼 the

matching rate.

We 祉so

find that

v位于

ing tolerances of convergence by no means change the final matching rate either. Th ese
observations

reveal 由at

the proposed relaxation scheme can perform reliably

for 苟明"

thetic data.
However, as shown in Table 1,
ing rates dropped

rapidly. 百1Ìs

on臼 scaie

factors are

redu臼d

below 0.3, the match-

phenomenon can be explained by the following reasons.

First, since images are discrete, if sizes of objects present in images are

redu臼d，

their

relative discrete errors will increase. Secondly, our relaxation scheme heavily relies on
angular attributes which have been known to be more sensitive to errors than those attributes of length and distance. Return to Table 1. The performances of the scheme in
the cases of

∞mplete

and incomplete shapes are cI ose to each other. This indicates that

incompatible numbers of features , owing to missing and artifact features , will not influence the convergence of compatibility values for both true and false pairs. The above
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remarks are made under the assumption that there is no interference of noise which
will be considered next.
TABLE 2. Experimental results of noisy data.
matching rate (incomplete shapes only)
5

2.00
1. 50
1. 00
0.50
0.30
0.25
0.20

.03
1. 0
1. 0
1. 0
1. 0
.88
.88
.62

levels of noise
.12
.06
.09

.16

1. 0
1. 0
1. 0
.88
.50
.62
.62

1. 0
1. 0
.75
.62
.62
.38
.38

1. 0
1. 0
1. 0
.88
.75
.88
.75

1. 0
1. 0
1. 0
.88
.62
.75
.75

number of iterations=5. convergence tolerance = 0.05
A uniform random number generator has been employed to generate numbers representing error percentages of vertex positions on

0吋ect

boundaries. Erroneous shapes

of objects are created by shifting the vertices of objects according to the generated error
per臼ntages. Di旺'erent

levels of noise are

defined 品 the

distinct ranges given to the uni-

form random number generato r. Table 2 shows the experimental results of noisy data.
In this table , five noise levels (3% , 6% , 9% , 12%, and 16%) are employed. As we expect, the larger the object shapes are , the better the relaxation scheme is to resist noise.
Figure 5 shows two examples of real images and their experimental results. In this
figure , models are depicted on the left side of the figure , and observed keys are
displyed on the right side. As we can see , observed keys extracted from images are
severely distorted. Lo ok at example 1. The key model has 18 polylines. Al though only
16 polylines are acquired from segmentation, both missing and artifact features appear
in the resulting data. After iterations,

the 曲st

sensed polyline is mapped to model poly-

line 5, the second sensed polyline is mapped to model polyline 6, and so forth (refer to
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Figure 5(a)).

Ac∞rding

to this mapping result, 2 out of 16 polyline

pairs 缸'e

rnis-

matched; in other words, 87.5% of sensed polylines are correctly matched. This will be
good enough for the ensuing recognition procedure. The rnismatched pairs in this example are (12 ,18) and (13 ,17). In the second example , 3 out of 17

pairs 缸e

polylines 訂e ∞π自甸 matched.

The mis-

mismatched; equivalently, 82.4% of sensed

matched pairs are (8,14), (14,16), and (17,18). The above results are reasonable because
of the existence of both segmentation error and shape distortion in the input data.

c>
sensed features: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
model features: 5 6 8 9 10 11

12 日 14

12 日 14

15 16

15 16 18 17 1 2 4

(a) example 1

CB
sensed features: 1 23 45 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
model features: 4 5 6 8 9 10

14 日 14

15 16 17 16 1 2 18

(b) example 2

Figure 5. Tests of transformation invariance.
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k1:67 12 13 14 15 17 19 20 21 1792 3
k2 :18 19 7 6 21 6 1 22 1 2 14 15 16 17
k3 :13 14 15 16 17 1023989

(a)

s自由 1

~

.,

k1:1 2 1 27 28 15 14 3 45 12 13
k2 :20 21 10 11 12 13 18 27 1 2
k3 :12 13 11 12 15 16 16 1745123

k4:17 18 19 12 10 11 234
(b) scene 2

Figure 6. Jumbles of keys.
Finally, we apply our relaxation scheme to jumbles of keys (Figure 7). In principle,
model representations can directly match with a given scene

repre田ntation.

Unfortu-

nately, it doesn't work because there are too many false pairs between model and scene
polylines. Our relaxation scheme can not work well as

soon 部 the

ratio of the number

180
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of false pairs to the number of true pairs becomes too large. Th is forces us to partition
the scene into individual objects before matching. Refer to Figure 7, where sensed polylines correctly matched are underlined. In scene 1, except key k2, the other two keys kl
and k3 both have more than half of their polylines correctly matched. Th is is same to
the keys k3 and k4 in scene 2. Those keys having poor matching rates are solely due to
the fact that silhouette segments used are too short to match.

6. Concluding Remarks
A new relaxation scheme for feature mapping has been presented in this paper. Previous researchers either assumed that the range values are available , or assumed that
object shapes are complete , once the mapping problems involving scale factors are encountered. To deal with scale factors yet get around unrealistic assumptions , we propose
in this paper another scheme

ωpable

of invariance to both spatial transformation, as

well as visual occlusion. The basic idea is that all functionals constituting the scheme
have to be defined in terms of attributes that are invariant to transformation and occlusion. Attributes employed include the length ratio of polylines , the angle of

vert凹，

the

sweeping angle between vertices , and the polyline type.
A 1though our relaxation scheme can work pretty well on synthetic data , the behavior
of the scheme is inevitably disturbed if noise , distortion , and error are present in the
input data. From our experiments, if defection of data can be controlled within a reasonable range , the disturbance becomes asymptotically stable with
nal results are

ac臼ptable

it目前ions

and the fi-

as well. This manifests that the relaxation processes do absorb

defections from input data. On the other hand, it

be∞mes

out of control if the imper-

供特徵元件匹配用具有空間轉移不變性之鬆她法架構陳世旺、戴建耘
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fection of data increases to a certain extent. There are modifications applicable for the
current scheme , for instance , the

repla臼ment

(3.1) , and the use of different constants for

of production by addition in Equation

∞ntrolling

the rate of

tions (3.2) and (3 .3). Furthermore , we may formalize relaxation
tion or stochastic

pr。但sses

in order to better understand

ωnvergen臼 in

Equa-

pro臼sses 的 optimiza

th吋 behaviors.

Finally, be-

cause of the parallel and networking nature of the relaxation schemes, it is worth investigating connections between the relaxation processes and the artificial neural models.
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供特徵元件匹配用具有空間轉移不變性之

鬆5也法架構
P東世旺、數達耘
國立台灣師範大學資訊教育學系
國立台灣師範大學工業教育學系

摘要
截至目前鳥止已有不少供幾何特徵匹配用之鬆施法架構被提出來，這

些架構雖然宣稱可以對空間轉移具有不變性，但是實際上，大部份只能處

理和旋轉及平移有關的轉移，對於具有尺度因素的轉換則儘量避免，因此
便有各種不同的假設被加諸於所考慮的問題，例如假設我們已知景漾值，

因此可以先將物件的尺度正規化後再比封，或者假設物形是完整的，於是

物形和棋型闊的凡度比率事先可以推知。本篇文章提出一種新的架構，它
能夠同時對旋轉，平移，和尺度具有不變性，此外，新架構也能處理變形
物件及不完整物形。我們的實驗結果顯示新的架構確具有可行性。

